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Flexible sliding & effective insulation: “Hawa Acoustics” – the sliding
hardware with the all-round sealing effect

Sometimes, the comfort of a door hardware cannot be defined solely by the way in which it operates. It
can also lead to a room experience which appeals to all of the senses. This is the goal of the latest
hardware solutions which Hawa Sliding Solutions AG sums up under the heading of “Hawa Acoustics”.
The easy movement of sliding doors does not only represent the prelude to intensive experiencing of
flexible room structure, silence and well-being. 

With “Hawa Junior Acoustics” and “Hawa Porta Acoustics”, the Swiss company is presenting two sliding
hardware systems with optimized, all-round sealing. They ensure that the noise situation from room to room is
noticeably reduced when the door is closed – by up to 39 decibels with the “Hawa Porta Acoustics” and even up
to 41 decibels with the “Hawa Junior Acoustics”. However, tight closing with a high sound attenuation value
does not only provide protection from noise. It also provides protection from unwanted odors, light incidence
and drafts.

This effect, which has mostly only believed to be possible using hinged doors until now, predestines the
systems for numerous applications in which space-saving also plays a part. Once they are equipped with
“Hawa Acoustics”, sliding doors instantly create a home office, for example, in which you can concentrate on
your work. In kitchens which open out into the living area, they prevent the spread of unwanted food odors. No
water vapor can escape from bathrooms thanks to “Hawa Acoustics”. And in apartments, the tightly-closing
sliding doors attenuate the operating noise of dryers, washing machines and dishwashers. They also improve
energy efficiency because of the reduced air exchange.

Combination of design & comfort

In this way, “Hawa Junior Acoustics” and “Hawa Porta Acoustics” open up areas of application which are just as
diverse as the living and working situations of the people themselves. Particularly in open architecture concepts
which make high demands of the design, space-saving, individual room scenarios and personal retreats which
make a significantly contribution to improving quality of life can be created at any time with the sliding hardware
solutions.

The “Hawa Acoustics” systems move doors weighing up to 100 kilograms easily and quietly with their sliding
characteristics and the force deflection of the horizontal seal. “Hawa SoftStop” provides a braked and
cushioned closing movement. The “Hawa Porta HMT Pocket Acoustics” even scores points with additional
operating convenience: It brings doors out of the wall pocket with a gentle tap thanks to Push-to-open operation
with a soft closing mechanism. This results in efficient movement support over the entire sliding procedure.

Efficiency and many options during installation

“Hawa Junior Acoustics” and “Hawa Porta Acoustics” can both be implemented as a wall-mounted or pocket
solution with identical sets, and also in floor-to-ceiling sliding doors. Puristic design succeeds with concealed
technology. The fabricator can use standard doors, install the doors even after construction is complete, and
adjust them later at any time.

The sliding doors with effective sound attenuation are based on well-tried systems such as the “Hawa Junior
100” for wooden doors weighing up to 100 kilograms, and provide accordingly comfortable sliding
characteristics. They open up new perspectives for flexible interior design to fabricators, which goes hand in
hand with a noticeable increase in working and living quality.
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Caption 1: The all-round seal of the “Hawa Junior 100 Acoustics” ensures that
the noise situation is reduced by up to 41 decibels from room to room with the
door closed. However, the tight sealing also provides protection from unwanted
kitchen odors and drafts. Homely design succeeds using concealed technology.
Photo: Hawa Sliding Solutions AG

Caption 2: Sleeping peacefully. This is made possible by the “Hawa Junior 100
Acoustics”, which easily and quietly moves sliding doors weighing up to 100
kilograms, and noticeably reduces noise from adjoining rooms, blocks out light
and ensures that no water vapor can escape from bathrooms. Photo: Hawa
Sliding Solutions AG

Caption 3: With the “Hawa Porta Acoustics”, sliding doors with high sound
attenuation values can be realized which create a space-saving home office no
time at all in which you can concentrate on your work. Photo: Hawa Sliding
Solutions AG

Caption 4: The “Hawa Porta HMT Pocket Acoustics” scores points with its
additional ease of use: It brings doors out of the wall pocket with a gentle tap
thanks to Push-to-open operation with a soft closing mechanism. The all-round
seal reduces the room to room noise situation by up to 39 decibels when the
door is closed. Photo: Hawa Sliding Solutions AG

Hawa Sliding Solutions AG

Hawa Sliding Solutions AG has been developing and producing sliding hardware for doors,
partitions, furniture and facades in the residential & hospitality, health & retail, office & education
sectors since 1965. More than 350 patents bear witness to the innovative strength of the Swiss
company and its own claim to continuously assert itself as a global market and technology leader.
More than 60 product families form the basis for comprehensive solution competence which also
serves the megatrends: Microliving & Fluid Spaces, Building in Existing Contexts, Energy
Efficiency & Climate Protection as well as Inclusive Design. Hawa operates in more than 70
countries worldwide, with two production facilities in Switzerland (Mettmenstetten and Sirnach),
foreign subsidiaries for North America (Dallas, USA), Asia and the Pacific region (Singapore) and
the Middle East (Dubai, UAE), and with more than 200 sales and specialist partners. #Hawa
Sliding Solutions AG, Untere Fischbachstrasse 4, 8932 Mettmenstetten, Switzerland –
www.hawa.com


